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Wildcats @ Fisher Cats !! 
By Jim Loiselle- EndZone Editor  - e-mail: jim.loiselle@lyfs.org  
 

Our annual trip to the Fisher Cats is quickly becoming the end of training camp event everyone looks forward to, and this 
year was no exception.  Over 100 Wildcats and family members attended the Fisher Cat game the night of August 25th.  
Our cheerleaders performed a pre-game show, our football players lined up to greet the Fisher Cat players, and the lucky 
Navarro family led everyone in the end-of-game fireworks countdown!! 

 
 

 
 
 

 

500 Pounds of Potatoes – yes 500 LBS. !!!! 
By Jim Loiselle - EndZone Editor  - e-mail: jim.loiselle@lyfs.org  
 

Our concession directors Jay Twardosky and Shaun Sawyer fead an army of Londonderry citizens at Old Home Day and 
36 football teams at our football jamboree.  New this year we switched to hand-cut fresh potato french fries.  Between the 
Old Home Day events and the jamboree we went through our full supply of 500 lbs. of potatoes.  Londonderry voted with 
their stomachs and we guess they love our new fries! 
 
All the grills and fryolators were powered by clean Rymes propane – who again this year donated all the propane used by 
the Wildcats.  THANK YOU RYMES!!! 
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The shopping for these events took days and days and they pulled it off 100%. Moving our supplies, equipment and food 
from our storage area to the town common and then to the schools for the jamboree was a monumental undertaking. 
 

Here is a partial list of what the Wildcats Concession sold between OHD and jamboree….. 
900+ hamburgers – and 20 lbs. of cheese for the cheese burgers 
300+ hot dogs 
Over 1,000 hamburger & hot dog rolls 
500 lbs. of french fries 
15 cases of chicken fingers 
25 cases of Gatorade 
30 cases of soda 
20+ cases of water 
Candy….nachos…….snacks………gallons of Ketchup 

 
Our concession would not have been the success it 
was without YOU our volunteers.  Hats off to everyone 
who helped, cooked, grilled, fried, sold……..and 
special thanks for the clean-up crews (we love the 
clean-up crews!!) 
 

 
 

8U Runs Over Nashua PAL 
By Ray Barone - Wildcat Sr. Sports Writer 

e-mail: endzone@lyfs.org 

 
The Londonderry Wildcat 8U team kicked off the tackle football season in high form 
against the Nashua PAL Force.  The story of the game was the Wildcat defense, the 
“force” certainly was not with Nashua.  The Londonderry defense allowed just one first 
down the entire game.  Both #15 Colton Boorda and #18 Elijah Bettencourt recorded 
two solo tackles for a loss.  #11 Joshua Wheeler jumped on a loose ball for the fumble 
recovery and #89 Jordan Ball lead all tacklers with 3 solo tackles, one for a loss.  
Adding to the stout defense was #7 Tyler McGrath, #9 Tucker Bamberg, and #20 
Raymond Hickford each recording solo tackles for a loss.  Rounding out the defensive 
effort with 3 tackles each was #31 Dante Fabiano and #10 Caelum O’Loughlin. 
 
The offensive line opened holes a truck could have gone through!  On the Wildcats 
first series #89 Jordan Ball and #87 Sullivan Daron drove the ball 45 yards to the 
Nashua 3 yard line.  Jordan took it home from there for the first Wildcat score of the 
game and season. 
 

 

If you had a hamburger 
or hot dog you enjoyed 

them on a fresh roll.  
Special thanks to 

Thomas the MUFFIN 
MAN who donated most 
of the rolls for the week 

!!!! 

Did you know……In AYF youth football 

whenever one team is 28 or more points ahead, 
the game is officially over.  The final score is 
recorded at that time.  The teams continue to play 
a controlled scrimmage with a running clock for 
the rest of the game.  All rules continue to apply 
including MPR requirements and the offense of 
the winning side is further restricted in the types of 
plays/offense they can run. 
 

You may have noticed we set the 
score board to read a Londonderry 
1 to 0 victory.  That too is according 
to the lop-sided score rule and just 
good sportsmanship! 
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The defense forced the first “4 and out” and from there Jordan would power 30 
yards for the score and with the Sullivan Daron EP run the Cats led 13 to 0 in 

the first quarter. 
 
On the next kick-off Nashua would mishandle the 
return and #4 Colton Boorda would cover the 
fumble.  Marching the ball down-field the Cats 
scored again on a pass from Sullivan Daron to #15 
Broch Stgelais. 
 
The defense continued to force Nashua out on 
downs and scoring again - including an awesome 
42 yard TD run by #5 Colton Boorda (Fabiano EP 
run).  The Wildcats took a 26 to 0 half-time lead. 
 
Nashua made some adjustments to start the 
second half but not enough.  Jordan ball would score again on a 49 yard TD run for the lop-
sided 34 to 0 Londonderry victory. 
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9U Wildcats Grind Down Nashua PAL 
By Pepper Dennis - Wildcat Sports Writer - e-mail: endzone@lyfs.org 

Football is a game of inches measured in yards played by 11 people doing their job on the field at all times.  The well-
coached 9U team defense slowly, surely, and steadily wore down the Nashua offense, bending but never breaking.  Same 
story on the offense.  The Wildcat no-rush-no-huddle offense took the game at their own pace; and in a game of field 
position controlled the ball and the tempo for most of the contest. 
 

Feeling each other out the defenses for the Cats and PAL 
controlled the first quarter as teams traded possessions with 
Londonderry getting the advantage of field position.  Having 
possession on their own 45 yard line the Cat offense took 
control.  In their tight double-wing formation the Cats slowly 
ground out yard after yard.  Nothing fancy, just simple plays 
very-well executed powering the ball grinding out first down 
yards.  The first Cat score came mid-way through the 2nd 
quarter as #55 Aidan Marshall powered the final 3 yards for 
the 6-0 lead. 
 
Left - #3 Tyler Boudreau following the blocks of #19 Kameron 
Weeks and #54 Austin Holmes 

 
On the ensuing kick-off #14 Kayden Raadmae recovered the 
on-side kick setting up the Cat offense.  Facing a 4th and 1 
on the Nashua 41 yard line Aidan Marshall burst through for 
the TD and with his EP run the Cats went ahead 13 to 0 with 

3 minutes in the half.  Nashua had an opportunity to score with 2.6 seconds left in the half but fumbled away their scoring 
chance on the 3 yard line. 
 
The stout gang tackling defense adjusted all game.  When Nashua attempted to power inside the tackles; the defense 
packed it in and gang-tackled the PAL runners.  When Nashua swept outside the defensive front burst into the backfield 
breaking up plays while the ends pursued outside stringing Nashua outside for little or no gains.  Leading all tacklers were 
#31 Joshua Domond with 4 tackles all for loss and #14 Kayden Raadmae with 4 tackles including a QB sack.  Also 
recording two solo tackles were #19 Kamron Weeks, #3 Tyler Boudreau, #37 Joshua Bartholomew, Aidan Marshall and 
#78 Kyle Romanek.  Holding on the Cats controlled the rest of the game for the final 13-0 victory over Nashua PAL Force. 
 

Left - #87 Tyler McKenzie and #31 Joshua Domond are set 
for the Nashua play….. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Did you know……In AYF youth football a run 

after TD earns one point…….while a kick after TD 
allows two points.  Youth 
football recognizes the skill it 
takes to kick the ball through 
the uprights and awards two 
points for that effort.  In youth 
football it is very rare to see a 
kick and even rarer when they make it!!  We 
applaud every effort……including our own 
Dylan Wrisley of the Wildcat 12U team who 
this week scored a 2 point PAT!!! 
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10U Wildcats Over Power PAL 
By Red Smith - Wildcat Sports Writer - e-mail: endzone@lyfs.org 
 
Clicking on all cylinders the 10U offensive 
and defensive units would not allow Nashua 
any rhythm keeping the PAL Force squad off 
balance all day.  On the opening series the 
Cat defense pushed Nashua back to their 25 
yard line.  Punting the ball out to mid-field 
the Londonderry offense took over.  Two 
plays later and behind the running of #13 
Camden Arbogast (25 yards) and the final 
25 yards by #59 Reagan Fitzgerald the Cats 
would pull ahead 7 to 0. 
 

Right – Taking the ball from QB #8 Sam Ogden 
#15 Cole Southgate sweeps right behind #59 
Reagan Fitzgerald and #33 Colby Walden 
 

Again the Londonderry defense would take over pushing Nashua deep into their own territory.  The running tandem of 
Fitzgerald and Arbogast would again score with Fitzgerald taking the ball the 
final 27 yards.  With Camden’s EP run the Cats would lead 14 to 0 at half 
time. 
 

Defensively Londonderry was led by #87 Kameron Titchen who recorded 5 
solo tackles, 2 for loss.  #18 Caiden Malek had 3 solo tackles including a 
sack and a tackle for loss.  Additionally Cole Metivier, Jacob McClory, and 
Dillon Tufts each recorded key stops. 
 
Camden Arbogast and Reagan Fitzgerald would gain in total over 200 yards.  
Camden would score on a 46 yard run early in the second half extending the 
Londonderry lead to 20. 
 
Caiden Malek’s QB sack in the 4th quarter would set up the final Londonderry 
scoring drive.  With just under 3 minutes to play #21 Jacob McLory (left) 
would scamper through the PAL defense on way to a 14 yard TD run and the 
final Cat score and victory 26 to 0 over the Nashua PAL Force. 

 

11U Wildcats Run Past 
Nashua PAL 
By Adda Core – Sports Writer - e-mail: 
info@lyfs.org  
 
The 11U Wildcats had a great season opener.  
Quinton Delorey scored 2 touch downs against 
Nashua and Jayden Navarro also scored a 
touchdown.  Cam Brutus had a spectacular 
interception returning the ball 60 yards.  Winning 18-
0 over Nashua PAL. 
 
Right - #1 Cam Brutis rolls out for the pass 
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12U Wildcats Push Past PAL 
By Eric Heenan - Wildcat Free-Lance Sports Writer - e-mail: 
endzone@lyfs.org 
 
The 12U Wildcats kicked off their season with a 20-6 win over Nashua PAL 
Force in a hard fought battle. Nashua struck first in the opening quarter taking 
a 6-0 lead. In the 2nd quarter the Wildcat “D” hunkered down getting the ball 
back on a fumble recovery by #8 Dylan Burk who returned it to the PAL 10 
yard line. The drive was capped off with a Burk TD pass to #6 Riley Boles. #56 

Dylan Wrisley who kicked through the 2 
point PAT to give the Cats an 8-6 lead! 
 
The Wildcats took that momentum into the 
second half as #42 Andrew Kullman took 
the opening kickoff 65 yards for a 
touchdown giving the Wildcats a 14-6 lead. 
After a defensive stop, the offense 
marched down the field with #5 Nathan 
Pedrick (right) picking up three first downs 
on the ground behind the strong blocking of 
the offensive line. The drive was capped off 
when #53 Drew Heenan hit Kullman on a 22 yard halfback pass for Londonderry's 
third TD giving them a 20-6 lead heading into the 4th quarter and the defense held 
Nashua the rest of the way for the win. 
 
The defense had a strong performance led by top tacklers Andrew Heenan, Riley 
Boles and Nathan Pedrick with James Burk, Dylan Wilson and #90 Nicholas Lemay 
playing big on the D line. 
 
Dane Duarte had the lone interception of the game ending a Nashua drive.  
 
Left - #41 Devin Ortiz powers through the arm tackle.   
 

 
 

AUTHORS & PHOTOGRAPHERS WANTED 
 
The EndZone could use your help.  Our crack writing and photography staff can’t always 
cover all of our Wildcat games and events.  If you are interested in becoming a contributor to 
your newsletter, the EndZone, please reply to EndZone@lyfs.org   
 
 
 
 

Photos courtesy of – Jen Doucette, Ryan Ouellette, David Daron, Jessica Roussell, and Ken Knapp  -  keep those 
pictures coming! 
 
 

Mark Your Calendars – Saturday September 23rd – Wildcat Picture Day – Individual and team pictures will be taken 

this day.  More details including order forms and schedules to be provided later………… 
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13U – Battle for the Nutfield Trophy   
By Henry Wilson- EndZone Free-Lance Sports Writer  - e-mail: endzone@lyfs.org  
 
The 13U football squad had a busy week.  The 13U played away last Sunday at Stellos Stadium against the Nashua Elk 
Crusaders.  Nashua took the early game lead pulling ahead 8 to 0 as the defenses held strong for most of the first half.  
The Wildcats had an opportunity to score pushing the ball all the way down to the Nashua 2 yard line.  But after 4 Nashua 
stops on goal-to-goal the Wildcats came up empty.  With 5 minutes left in the game the Cat offense scored and with the 
important 2-point kick evened the score at 8.  The Elks on a long drive brought the ball all the way down to the 
Londonderry 1, and on a 4th down play with 20 seconds left in the game – they pushed it in for the last second 16 to 8 
victory. 
 
The 13U after a short rest were up again Wednesday night.  The Londonderry Wildcats and Derry Wolverines played in 
their annual Nutfield Trophy game.  The Cats last won the game 2 years ago.  The teams met this past Wednesday night 
under the lights at Lancer Varsity Field.  The opening game saw the Wildcat 12U team defeat the Wolverines 18 to 12.  
The main event saw the Derry Wolverines defeat the Londonderry Wildcats 40 to 0.  With the victory Derry holds the 
series edge 12 to 10 with the last Londonderry victory in 2015. 
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Whats an MPR ? 
By Hector Ortiz – Football Director - e-mail Hector.Ortiz@lyfs.org  
 

Every football player plays in every game.  AYF tackle football (Wildcat 8U through 13U) at its heart remains an 
educational and instructional program.  Yes, of course scores are kept and wins are tracked but that’s not the only thing 
we keep track of in AYF football. 
 

MPR or ‘Minimum Play Rule’ is a fundamental method for ensuring that every player gets to play in every game.  We do 
this by counting the plays every football player is involved in until that player meets the minimum play requirement.  You 
may have seen this on the volunteer sign-up sheets each week.  For every game (home and away) we need 2 MPR 
volunteers.  One volunteer goes on the opponents’ side line and with a formatted sheet keeps track of the plays each 
player gets until that player meets the minimum requirement.  They don’t do this alone.  An MPR person from the other 
team is watching and assisting. 
 

On our side of the field its just the opposite.  An MPR volunteer from the other team keeps track of the plays for each 
Wildcat player.  The Wildcat MPR person on our side of the field watches and helps the other teams MPR volunteer.  This 
trust but verify method keeps it fair and equal as both teams “watch” what each other is doing related to MPRs. 
 

With MPRs in play this requires some additional strategy from coaches.  Each coach has their own style of managing to 
the MPR rule and making sure players get playing time.  One old-time coach once told me he preferred to manage MPRs 
on the offensive side of the ball.  As he remarked, “…if the offense makes a mistake they give up the ball.  If the defense 
makes a mistake they give up a touchdown.” 
 

Many coaches will run their MPR players first.  This is critical as all MPRs must be completed by the start of the 4th 
quarter.  The game referees will actually ask the head coaches at the start of the 4th quarter if they have met their MPRs.  
If teams have not met their MPR requirement by the 4th quarter they MUST play kids on every down until they have 
completed their MPRs. 
 
Do all plays count for MPRs?  YES all plays count  all kicking plays and point after TD runs/kicks do count as MPR plays.  
Plays that end with a penalty assessed are not counted as MPR plays.   
 
What happens if a team does not meet their MPR requirement?  Well first that should never happen.  It is the 
responsibility of the head coaches to make sure the rules are followed.  If at the end of the day a team has not met the 
MPR rule, this is forwarded to the state governing board for disciplinary action that includes fines and game-suspensions 
for coaches.   
 
So what are the minimum number of plays required.  Well, that depends on the 
teams size, as in the number of players on the day of the game. (NH requires 
more MPRs than national or regional AYF) 
 
31 to 36 players – 10 plays 
25 to 30 players – 12 plays 
19 to 24 players – 14 plays 
13 to 18 players – 18 plays 
 
So there you have the rule and some points around how coaches manage to 
this important element of AYF football.  Any questions at all should be brought to the attention of your head coach. 
 

See this link for more information  -  MPR Back 
 

See you at the game !! 
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Our Little Hero 
By jim Loiselle - EndZone Editor  -  e-mail: Jim.Loiselle@lyfs.org  
Originally published here in the EndZone way back in 2005 we were asked to print it again here below. No football this weekend – enjoy the Labor Day 
holiday and this original poem……….Go Cats !! 

 
The crowd in the stands stood quiet 

The rain had begun to fall 
As much as they wanted to deny it 
their team had just fumbled the ball 

 

He waited in the heat of summer 
and now in the cold of fall 

the coach finally called his number 
but his little hands could not hold on to the ball 

 
If the ball had gone to Johnny or Roy,  

or maybe even better yet to Blake 
But to give the ball to that little boy 

was clearly they thought, a big mistake 
 

A few in the crowd had grimaced 
A few more even let out a moan 

But the stern look from the coach they just witnessed 
told them to leave that boy alone 

 

The crowd began to thin now 
as parents returned to their cars 

To get a win they didn’t know how 
A victory was not in the stars 

 

But wait, hold on…the heavy rain and mud 
caused their opponent to stumble 

On the very next play a crash, a bang, a thud 
and the other team too did fumble 

 

Hurry - Hurry ! - everyone began to shout 
when the offense took to the field. 
Go quickly, time was running out 

With a touchdown the victory would be sealed.  
 

The quarterback fell deep 
Her pass, it took to flight 

The defense was caught asleep 
  Our little boy was split wide right 

 

The ball was thrown low 
and then it was tipped 

But this time the little boy 
would not loosen his grip 

 
The cheerleaders began to yell 

He was well on his way 
He could feel his mom’s pride swell 

This was to be his big day. 
 

He ran so fast could he be dreaming 
No - No - No - not today 

All he could hear was the announcer screaming 
HE COULD (and did) GO ALL THE WAY !! 
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